Night of January 25th, 2023

Are you experiencing homelessness?

If you have not talked to someone about where you are staying, visit a local shelter or service provider or please call 2-1-1 on the night of January 25th, or the week after.

QUESTIONS, OR WANT TO HELP? CONTACT 2-1-1 FOR INFORMATION IN YOUR COMMUNITY
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What is the Point-In-Time Count?
An annual one-night survey of all individuals and families experiencing homelessness in Vermont.

Who is counted?
Anyone staying in an emergency shelter or transitional housing, in a motel paid for by state voucher, or outdoors (e.g., car, tent, on the street).

Want to help?
Email your local coordinator to be a volunteer surveyor.

GET COUNTED! If you're experiencing homelessness and have not been counted, visit your local shelter or call 2-1-1 on the night of January 25th or the week after.
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